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The NEW 2820

  When more  
endurance counts...

 When extra endurance is required,  
Bush Hog® has just the right cutter.

The NEW 2820 Flex-Wing 
Rotary Cutter meets the Bush 
Hog® tradition of “more value for 
your investment!” The oil sight 
gauges, EZ lube drivelines, and 
wear bushings at axle pivots 
are just a few of the extra value 
features that separate it from 

competitor units. Adding maximized performance 
and durability crucial for the cutting of road sides, 
row crops, and pastures results in a 20-foot Flex-
Wing that is easy to distinguish from the pack.  

Your investment decision is easily made. Nothing beats a 
Bush Hog®!

in Selma Alabama
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Above: Eleven Spencer Countians 
participated in the 2018 Miss Spencer 
County and Miss Teen Spencer County 
pageant.

Below: contestants rehearse in bicen-
tennial themed shirts.

Left: Queen contest organizer, Rachel 
Fisher adjusts the crown of Miss Spencer 
County Queen Jalynn Fortwendel.

Bottom: Winners pose with their 
awards.

All pageant participants 
were asked to choose 
a place or person they 
believed had the biggest 
influence on Spencer 
County.

Top: Hannah Blake 
chose Holiday World; middle: Whitney Ward chose 
the athletic parks; bottom: Ella Green and her live 
chicken discussed the influence of agriculture.

Congratulations to all the
Bicentennial/Fair

Contestants


